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	Nowadays, it is very common to see people everywhere and at anytime use mobile telecommunications devices, such as cellular/mobile phones, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), or laptop equipped with wireless connectivity to communicate with the network and access information. This phenomenon, which is generally known as mobile computing is increasing rapidly world wide. Mobile phones companies have been racing to release the latest version of their products to the market and just recently Apple Inc. introduced its first ever and revolutionary mobile phone, iPhone, which was long awaited by most users. It is a challenge for the mobile service providers to keep up with the information services provided to mobile users in order to gain commercial advantage.


	Thanks to the proliferation of wireless technology that has led to the emergence of mobile computing paradigm. Mobile computing introduces anytime and anywhere computing and hence offers many promising applications that have never existed before. However, there are also important issues such as limited storage restriction, frequency of disconnection, narrow bandwidth capacity, security, asymmetric communications costs and bandwidth, and small screen size that need to be addressed before the true potential of mobile computing can be realized. Computational intelligence has emerged as a powerful and indispensable method of analyzing a variety of problems in research. It uses learning, adaptive, or evolutionary computations to create programs that are, in some sense, intelligent. It has been adopted to resolve issues in many different areas including security, marketing, image-quality prediction, and risk assessment. As such, it shows a clear potential in addressing essential issues in mobile computing.
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Six Sigma: Continual Improvement for BusinessesButterworth-Heinemann, 2003
This book shows what it is really like to apply Six Sigma in a range of functions within an organization and also to various types of organizations from the manufacturing sector to commerce and public service. It demonstrates how statistical thinking, coupled with the application of technical and operational knowledge of processes and focus...
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Never Bet the Farm: How Entrepreneurs Take Risks, Make Decisionsand How You Can, TooJossey-Bass, 2006
In Never Bet the Farm two leading entrepreneurs, Anthony Iaquinto and Stephen Spinelli, turn much of the so-called expert advice for entrepreneurs on its head. They show that by preparing for setbacks and using a framework that can help reduce risks and simplify decision making, entrepreneurs can increase their probability for success....
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Hands-On Reactive Programming with Clojure: Create asynchronous, event-based, and concurrent applications, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Learn how to use RxClojure to deal with stateful computations

	
		Key Features

		
			Leverage the features of Functional Reactive Programming using Clojure
	
			Create dataflow-based systems that are the building blocks of Reactive Programming
	
			Use different Functional...
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Graph-Based Clustering and Data Visualization Algorithms (SpringerBriefs in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	This work presents a data visualization technique that combines graph-based topology representation and dimensionality reduction methods to visualize the intrinsic data structure in a low-dimensional vector space. The application of graphs in clustering and visualization has several advantages. A graph of important edges (where edges...
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Boost C++ Application Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Boost libraries are developed by professionals, tested on multiple platforms and processor architectures, and contain reliable solutions for a wide range of tasks. This Cookbook takes you on a journey of simplifying the process of application development and guides you through writing perfect applications fast.


	"Boost C++...
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Understanding Arabs: A Contemporary Guide to Arab SocietyNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2012

	Perhaps now more than ever, Margaret Nydell's Understanding Arabs is a must-read. The fifth edition of this classic introduction to Arab culture has been completely revised and updated to help readers understand the complex issues playing out on the world stage such as the Arab Spring. Understanding Arabs: A Contemporary Guide...
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